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This unique collection of eight incredible
stories in the tradition of Guyanese folklore
is a rare and long awaited work from Peter
Halder. Beautifully written and a gripping
read, this Supernatural Fiction paperback,
set in Guyana, is a collection of eight chill-
ing and macabre tales of the occult.

The Cat of Muritaro is a supernatural being that
injects fear into an entire village.
Deadly 13 is the tragedy of a boy whose love for playing
in the Le Repentir Cemetery causes his demise.
The Massacuraman rekindles the lore of the infa-
mous river creature, half man and half fish.
Ol’ Higue is a vividly intense tale of an Ol’ Higue that
lives in Albouystown.
Obeah Woman is a story of a woman who has con-
ducted Black Magic business many years ago for profit.
The Dwarf of Christianburg is the tale of a man
who arranges to be transformed at death and employs
a similar ritual for his wife when she dies.
The Flower from the Grave recounts an incident
at a funeral and its tragic repercussions.
Devlin The Devil is about an evil boy who lived a
corrupt life, which the hangman’s noose ends.

PETER HALDER is the pen name of Burnett
Alexander Halder, a former journalist and civil servant
and High Commissioner to Canada. He later became a
Commonwealth Expert, a Consultant with the
Government of the Fiji Islands and at the Fiji Embassy
in Washington D.C. and the Fiji UN Mission. He has
published several Nostalgias on the internet and articles
in the annual GCA Folk Festival magazines and monthly
online magazine.

Growing up, he lived a stone’s throw from the Le
Repentir Cemetery, tales about which are featured. As

a Journalist he was familiar with the news reports on the Massacuraman. 

During his tenure in District Administration in the Upper Demerara River, he gained knowledge of many
strange occurrences and they are featured as well. He has travelled extensively throughout Guyana and the
world. He and his family now live in Cardinal Forest, Springfield, Virginia, USA.
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